Trajectory Challenges Faced By Reusable Infrastructure In Earth Orbit
Supporting Multiple Departures For Mars

1.

Introduction

Imagine infrastructure in a prograde circular low Earth orbit (LEO) whose primary purpose is to
assemble and service massive payloads for Mars departures during multiple departure seasons.
Assume each departure is accomplished with one trans-Mars injection (TMI) burn at sufficiently
high thrust that it may be modeled impulsively with reasonable accuracy. Under this
assumption, a Mars departure season typically lasts about a month, and successive seasons arise
once every Mars synodic period such that they are centered about 26 months apart.
Interplanetary trajectories reported in this paper typically see initial definition as geocentric or
heliocentric conic loci and are "blended" together using patched conic theory. Ultimately, all
trajectories influencing this paper's results are modeled via numeric integration [1] of gravity
accelerations exerted by the Earth, the Moon, and the Sun. Whenever within Earth's
gravitational sphere of influence (at geocentric distances less than about 1 million km), trajectory
modeling also reflects acceleration accounting for Earth's excess equatorial mass, known as the
J2 harmonic. Atmospheric drag experienced by the LEO infrastructure is intentionally omitted
from trajectory modeling to avoid vehicle-specific results and to approximate an altitude
maintenance strategy preserving infrastructure design lifetime.
This paper assumes the departure LEO is initially at inclination i = 29° with respect to Earth's
true equator and at height H = +400 km with respect to an Earth equatorial radius rE = 6378.136
km [2] such that r ≡ H + rE = 6778.136 km*. The LEO plane is oriented to target an in-plane,
single-impulse TMI on 14.0 July 2020 UT resulting in a Type 1 "short way" Mars intercept on
30.0 January 2021 UT with the associated transfer ellipse from Earth subtending a heliocentric
angle less than 180°. A celestial sphere plot (CSP) is used to graphically illustrate geometric
constraints governing this in-plane departure.
After the 14.0 July 2020 departure, the infrastructure is coasted in LEO until the next Mars
departure season and compared to an ideal LEO with near-minimal i leading to an in-plane,
single-impulse TMI on 9.0 September 2022 UT. This TMI solution results in a Type 1 Mars
intercept on 28.0 March 2023 UT. A CSP is again applied to illustrating the planar mismatch
between the coasted LEO from 2020 and the ideal Mars departure LEO in 2022. Strategies for
minimizing this mismatch are then suggested.

2.

Earth Departure Geometric Constraints

Orientation of the infrastructure's LEO plane is constrained at Earth departure by geocentric
asymptotic velocity v∞ associated with the selected Type 1 heliocentric transfer ellipse from
Earth to Mars. When Earth heliocentric velocity is subtracted from heliocentric velocity in the
transfer ellipse at the Earth departure date, v∞ results. In order to provide an efficient in-plane
TMI burn, the LEO plane must contain v∞.
*

Apogee and perigee heights HA and HP reported in this paper are referred to rE and analytically account for J2
perturbations [3].
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This paper reports v∞ Cartesian components reckoned with respect to the geocentric Earth mean
equator and equinox of epoch J2000.0 (J2K) coordinate system. In practice, a sufficiently
accurate v∞ is computed from the conic heliocentric transfer ellipse determined by solving a
Lambert boundary value problem. Along with specifying a Type 1 heliocentric transfer,
boundary values defining this Lambert problem are Earth's heliocentric position at Earth
departure, Mars's heliocentric position at Mars arrival, and the time-of-flight between departure
and arrival.
As vividly illustrated in [4] on pp. 114-115, v∞ is the axis of symmetry for a manifold of
geocentric Earth departure hyperbolas leading to the desired Type 1 heliocentric transfer. This
manifold in turn defines a locus of possible injection points (LPIP) for TMI as illustrated in
Figure 1. The LPIP is a small circle whose radius subtends a geocentric angle equal to β (called
the asymptote angle) and whose center lies in the -v∞ direction.

Figure 1. Earth departure geometry for Mars is constrained by -v∞. As the departure
hyperbola approaches interplanetary space, velocity will approach +v∞.
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Generic departure geometry illustrated in Figure 1 adopts a conventional perspective looking
down on Earth's surface from above. To illustrate specific departure geometries developed by
this paper, however, geocentric vectors and planes are instead projected onto the J2K celestial
sphere whose radius is effectively infinite. These CSPs are similar to conventional maps with
longitude replaced by J2K right ascension in the horizontal direction, and latitude replaced by
J2K declination in the vertical direction. Although north is still upward on a CSP, it should be
noted east is to the left because the celestial sphere is being viewed from the geocenter looking
outward at its inside. Consequently, infrastructure motion in its prograde LEO will be from right
to left on a CSP.
Starting in the infrastructure's LEO immediately prior to TMI, a Mars-bound payload first coasts
through a geocentric position in the -v∞ direction. It then coasts through an arc subtending β
before arriving at the TMI point†. Because this point is also perigee in a geocentric Earth
departure hyperbola coplanar with the LEO, impulsive TMI change in velocity magnitude ΔvTMI
is minimal. Under this geometry, TMI velocity change will be a purely prograde impulse with
zero radial and out-of-plane components.
With the LEO plane constrained to contain v∞, the LEO's i is also constrained as a consequence.
If the declination δ∞ of v∞ with respect to Earth's true equator is computed, i must be greater than
or equal to | δ∞ |. In this paper, launches to the LEO-resident infrastructure from a true
declination at +28.5° are assumed, a value near that for Cape Canaveral, Florida. To maximize
payload mass per launch under this assumption, i will be selected no less than 29° or slightly
greater than | δ∞ |, whichever value is greater.
At a prograde i > | δ∞ |, there are two LEO planes passing through a geocentric position in the -v∞
direction. One plane will satisfy this condition on a northbound heading 0 < ψ < 90° east of true
north at TMI, and one will satisfy it on a southbound heading 90° < ψ < 180° east of true north at
TMI. The LEO plane with northbound TMI is arbitrarily selected in lieu of compelling rationale
to the contrary.

3.

Earth Departure Date And LEO Inclination Selection

Earth departure date and infrastructure LEO i selection are facilitated by pork chop charts
(PCCs). In this paper's context, a PCC is a two-dimensional matrix of values from an ordered
array of Type 1 Lambert solutions each having Earth departure date tD and Mars arrival date tA.
The value assigned to each solution in the matrix maps a third dimension and may be any single
variable relatable to all the solutions. Matrix elements having tD later than the corresponding tA
are left blank (no value is assigned).

†

If this geometry is applied to planetary arrival, its description is somewhat altered. The arriving payload coasts to
periapsis along its planetocentric approach hyperbola, where a retrograde orbit insertion impulse is applied. After
coasting in the insertion orbit through a planetocentric arc subtending β, the payload passes through a planetocentric
position in the +v∞ direction.
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By convention, a PCC's columns increment from left-to-right with increasing tD, and its rows
increment from top-to-bottom with increasing tA. Per the previous section's Earth departure
geometric constraints, values assigned to each PCC matrix element are | v∞ | or δ∞. Values in a
PCC are color-coded to indicate low (green), medium (pink), or high (red) magnitudes. When
v∞ values are assigned, the low/medium threshold is 4 km/s, and the medium/high threshold is
6 km/s. For | δ∞ |, the low/medium threshold is 28.5°, and the medium/high threshold is 57°.

€

The PCC pair governing selection of the 2020 Earth departure case appears in Figures 2 and 3.
A notional 10-day departure season is boxed, but the actual departure case is the season-opening
tD at 14.0 July 2020 UT with | v∞ | = 3.665 km/s. Since δ∞ = +26.822° for this case, i = 29° is
selected.

Figure 2. Values of | v∞ | targeting Mars are tabulated for year 2020 Earth departure dates.
The 14.0 July 2020 UT opening date of a notional 10-day departure season (boxed) has | v∞ |
= 3.665 km/s and is selected for assessment.
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Figure 3. Values of δ targeting Mars are tabulated for year 2020 Earth departure dates.
The 14.0 July 2020 UT opening date of a notional 10-day departure season (boxed) has δ ∞ =
+26.822° and is selected for assessment.
The v∞ vector for Earth departure on 14.0 July 2020 UT, leading to Type 1 Mars arrival on 30.0
January 2021 UT, is defined with J2K components in Equation (1).

v∞20

€

⎡+3.078800 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢+1.112367 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+1.647601⎥⎦

(1)

Earth departures for Mars in 2022 are more performance-challenged than those in 2020. No
Type 1 trajectory with | v∞ | < 4 km/s is available. To make matters worse, δ∞ cannot be brought
much lower than +40° without substantially increasing | v∞ | to more than 5 km/s. The PCC pair
governing selection of the 2022 Earth departure case appears in Figures 4 and 5. A notional 10day departure season is boxed, but the actual departure case is the season-opening tD at 9.0
September 2022 UT with | v∞ | = 4.309 km/s. Since δ∞ = +44.496° for this case, i = 45° is
selected.
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Figure 4. Values of | v∞ | targeting Mars are tabulated for year 2022 Earth departure dates.
The 9.0 September 2022 UT opening date of a notional 10-day departure season (boxed)
has | v∞ | = 4.309 km/s and is selected for assessment.

Figure 5. Values of δ targeting Mars are tabulated for year 2022 Earth departure dates.
The 9.0 September 2022 UT opening date of a notional 10-day departure season (boxed)
has δ ∞ = +44.496° and is selected for assessment.
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The v∞ vector for Earth departure on 9.0 September 2022 UT, leading to Type 1 Mars arrival on
28.0 March 2023 UT, is defined with J2K components in Equation (2).

v∞22

€

4.

⎡+1.592308 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢+2.633242 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+3.016596 ⎥⎦

(2)

Earth Departure Velocity Verification And Refinement For Year 2020

With v∞20 determined, the corresponding semi-minor axis b20 is computed from Equation (3) [4,
p. 28] and Earth's reduced mass µ = 398,600.440 km3/s2 [2].
b20 = r

2µ
r v∞20

2

+ 1 = 21,172.212 km

(3)

The 2020 departure hyperbola's β is determined from Equation (4) [4, p. 27].
€

β20

€

⎧
⎪ b20 v∞20
= a tan ⎨
µ
⎪⎩

2

⎫
⎪
⎬ = 35.504°
⎪⎭

(4)

With v∞20 and β20 in hand, the 2020 TMI's LPIP is defined. Together with v∞20, each geocentric
vector corresponding to a point on this LPIP defines a plane of Earth departure on 14.0 July 2020
UT. These planes are assessed to determine the one with i = 29° whose TMI has a northeasterly
heading such that 0 < ψ < 90°. The desired plane has ψ20 = 65.077° and Equation (5)'s
geocentric J2K position at TMI.

⎡ −3653.895⎤
⎢
⎥
r20 = ⎢ −5422.855⎥ km
⎢⎣ −1784.607 ⎥⎦

€

Equation (6) [4, p. 28] provides a patched conic estimate of geocentric speed following 2020's
TMI.
vʹ′20 + =

€

(5)

2µ
+ v ∞20
r

2

= 11.447469 km/s

(6)

It is then possible to construct a patched conic estimate of geocentric J2K velocity following
2020's TMI per Equation (7).
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vʹ′20 +

€

⎡ +7.829105 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −6.860184 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+4.768348 ⎥⎦

(8)

Equation (7)'s horizontal velocity is scaled to produce nearly circular apsis heights averaging
+400 km (HA = +400.7 km and HP = +399.3 km). The resulting geocentric J2K velocity appears
in Equation (9) and is adopted as that of LEO infrastructure at the TMI epoch 14.0 July 2020 UT.

v20 −

€

(7)

Equation (7)'s estimate serves as an initial guess in a differential corrections iteration [5] using
the trajectory modeling method described in Section 1. Each iteration starts at 14.0 July 2020
UT with Equation (5)'s TMI position, terminates at 30.0 January 2021 UT, and seeks to match
heliocentric position of Mars at the terminal epoch with an error less than 1 km. Only 3
iterations are necessary to correct the Equation (7) initial velocity estimate to that given by
Equation (8) and achieve the desired Mars position match. The vector difference magnitude
between Equations (7) and (8) is only 0.154098 km/s. Because the differential corrections
iteration rapidly converges to very nearly the patched conic estimate with which it is seeded, the
two independent processes serve to mutually validate all year 2020 Earth departure results.

v20 +

€

⎡ +7.909101⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −6.855020 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+4.636742 ⎥⎦

⎡+5.301064 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −4.594568 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+3.107770 ⎥⎦

(9)

Magnitude of the vector difference between Equations (8) and (9) is equivalent to ΔvTMI =
3.779091 km/s. Due to the correction in post-TMI velocity applied to Equation (7) in obtaining
Equation (8), ΔvTMI reflects a small TMI steering angle of 0.771° from the purely prograde thrust
direction.
Earth departure geometry for 14.0 July 2020 UT consistent with that described in Section 2 is
illustrated in the Figure 6 CSP using Equations (1), (4), (5), and (9) values. This departure case's
LPIP is also plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. A LEO plane with i = 29° (green line) supporting prograde Earth departure for
Mars on 14.0 July 2020 UT is projected onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere. Note
infrastructure motion in the LEO plane passes through -v∞20 (red +) before reaching TMI
(green +) on a northbound heading. The geocentric arc from -v∞20 to TMI is β 20.

5.

Year 2020 LEO Coast To Year 2022

The trajectory modeling method described in Section 1 is supplied with LEO initial conditions at
the 14.0 July 2020 UT Earth departure epoch obtained from Equations (5) and (9). A simulated
LEO coast to the 9.0 September 2022 UT Earth departure epoch is then performed. Terminal
geocentric J2K conditions from this coast appear in Equations (10) and (11).

€

€

r20 → 22

⎡+3944.059 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢+4465.877 ⎥ km
⎢⎣ −3230.562 ⎥⎦

(10)

v20 → 22

⎡ −5.455183⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢+5.344323⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+0.728862 ⎥⎦

(11)

The coast's terminal conditions show the LEO's apses to be little changed from the initial nearcircular orbit at +400 km height (HA = +401.1 km and HP = +399.7 km). This consistency is
expected from not simulating LEO atmospheric drag during the coast, and it reasonably
approximates infrastructure orbit lifetime maintenance operations. Likewise, i = 28.977° is
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obtained at the coast's terminal epoch, indicating LEO inclination is well preserved during the
two-year interval. In contrast, LEO right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) has been
dynamic throughout the coast due almost entirely to torques exerted by J2 perturbations.
To illustrate LEO planar motion during the coast, osculating geocentric angular momentum
normal to the plane is projected onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere at daily intervals in
Figures 7-10. These CSPs are narrow strips in declination, each vertical axis spanning only 0.3°.
Magnified vertical scaling reveals minute variations in declination as angular momentum
precesses a full 360° in right ascension over cycles about 50 days in duration‡. Each of these 4
CSPs in turn plots 4 precession cycles color-coded in a chronological sequence of blue
diamonds, orange squares, green triangles, and purple dots. The start of each UT calendar
month, together with the two Earth departure epochs, is annotated with the corresponding date in
Figures 7-10.

Figure 7. The coasted LEO's osculating geocentric angular momentum vector is projected
onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere at daily intervals from 14.0 July 2020 UT to 2.0
February 2021 UT.

‡

Note that, in the context of this paper's prograde LEO, the angular momentum vector's declination with respect to
Earth's true equator is simply 90° - i because i is also defined with respect to Earth's true equator. In contrast, all
CSPs have declination plotted with respect to the J2K equator. Therefore, although i = 29° at the 14.0 July 2020
Earth departure epoch, the Figure 7 initial point at that epoch has a J2K declination of +61.130°, slightly different
from its true declination of 90° - 29° = +61°.
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Figure 8. The coasted LEO's osculating geocentric angular momentum vector is projected
onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere at daily intervals from 3.0 February 2021 UT to
26.0 August 2021 UT.

Figure 9. The coasted LEO's osculating geocentric angular momentum vector is projected
onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere at daily intervals from 27.0 August 2021 UT to 19.0
March 2022 UT.
Daniel R. Adamo
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Figure 10. The coasted LEO's osculating geocentric angular momentum vector is
projected onto the geocentric J2K celestial sphere at daily intervals from 20.0 March 2022
UT to 9.0 September 2022 UT.
Angular momentum variations in declination evident in Figures 7-10 arise from two distinct
sources. The first of these is due to the J2 perturbation's force component acting normal to the
coasted LEO plane [6, p. 567]. But this torque averages zero over the interval between
successive Earth true equator crossings, about 46.2 min in the coasted LEO. Nevertheless,
polling the coasted LEO at differing points in its half-orbit J2 cycle influences daily angular
momentum computations reflected in Figures 7-10. Variations depending on sampling the J2
cycle amount to 0.035° (peak-to-valley) in CSP declination and are easily resolved by the
magnified vertical scale common to Figures 7-10. At 31.169 J2 cycles per day, 6 days are
required to sample all portions of a J2 cycle at daily intervals. Thus, the higher frequency
declination variations seen in Figures 7-10 are partially attributable to an artifact: relatively
infrequent sampling of a periodic J2 cycle having no net effect over intervals more than 0.8 hrs.
The sinusoidal variation in declination whose amplitude spans the vertical axis in Figures 7-10 is
due to another artifact. This variation would disappear if coasted LEO angular momentum were
plotted on a celestial sphere whose declination is with respect to Earth's true equator. On such a
CSP, J2-induced precession in the angular momentum vector would be about an axis parallel to
the CSP declination axis. But J2K declination is inclined to true declination during the LEO
coast by about 0.12°, giving rise to a 0.24° peak-to-valley declination variation during each 50day precession cycle in Figures 7-10.
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Moon and Sun gravitational forces also contain components normal to the coasted LEO plane.
But a LEO is small in scale and short in period compared to lunar/solar distances and their
geocentric motions. Consequently, these perturbations only impart miniscule changes on the
order of 0.01° to the coasted LEO plane's terminal orientation when compared with a coast
having only J2 perturbations. Even near the LEO coast's terminal conditions, planar deviations
in a coast without Moon/Sun perturbations would barely be resolved in Figure 10 and only by the
highly magnified declination scale.

6.

Earth Departure Velocity Verification And Refinement For Year 2022

With v∞22 determined, the corresponding semi-minor axis b22 is computed from Equation (12) [4,
p. 28] and Earth's reduced mass µ = 398,600.440 km3/s2 [2].
b22 = r

2µ
r v∞22

2

+ 1 = 18,355.837 km

(12)

The 2022 departure hyperbola's β is determined from Equation (13) [4, p. 27].
€

β22

€

⎧
⎪ b22 v∞22
= a tan ⎨
µ
⎪⎩

2

⎫
⎪
⎬ = 40.535°
⎪⎭

(13)

With v∞22 and β22 in hand, the 2022 TMI's LPIP is defined. Together with v∞22, each geocentric
vector corresponding to a point on this LPIP defines a plane of Earth departure on 9.0 September
2022 UT. These planes are assessed to determine the one with i = 45° whose TMI has a
northeasterly heading such that 0 < ψ < 90°. The desired plane has ψ22 = 53.317° and Equation
(14)'s geocentric J2K position at TMI.

⎡+1628.976 ⎤
⎢
⎥
r22 = ⎢ −5748.410 ⎥ km
⎢⎣ −3200.836 ⎥⎦

€

Equation (15) [4, p. 28] provides a patched conic estimate of geocentric speed following 2022's
TMI.
vʹ′22+ =

€

(14)

2µ
+ v ∞22
r

2

= 11.669741 km/s

(15)

It is then possible to construct a patched conic estimate of geocentric J2K velocity following
2022's TMI per Equation (16).
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vʹ′22+

€

⎡+9.870252 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −0.640011⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+6.191030 ⎥⎦

(17)

Equation (16)'s horizontal velocity is scaled to produce nearly circular apsis heights averaging
+400 km (HA = +401.6 km and HP = +398.4 km). The resulting geocentric J2K velocity appears
in Equation (18) and is adopted as that of LEO infrastructure at the TMI epoch 9.0 September
2022 UT.

v22−

€

(16)

Equation (16)'s estimate serves as an initial guess in a differential corrections iteration [5] using
the trajectory modeling method described in Section 1. Each iteration starts at 9.0 September
2022 UT with Equation (14)'s TMI position, terminates at 28.0 March 2023 UT, and seeks to
match heliocentric position of Mars at the terminal epoch with an error less than 1 km. Only 3
iterations are necessary to correct the Equation (16) initial velocity estimate to that given by
Equation (17) and achieve the desired Mars position match. The vector difference magnitude
between Equations (16) and (17) is only 0.088261 km/s. Because the differential corrections
iteration rapidly converges to very nearly the patched conic estimate with which it is seeded, the
two independent processes serve to mutually validate all year 2022 Earth departure results.

v22+

€

⎡+9.914678 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −0.601150 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+6.125409 ⎥⎦

⎡+6.516679 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −0.395121⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+4.026084 ⎥⎦

(18)

Magnitude of the vector difference between Equations (17) and (18) is equivalent to ΔvTMI =
3.999177 km/s. Due to the correction in post-TMI velocity applied to Equation (16) in obtaining
Equation (17), ΔvTMI reflects a small TMI steering angle of 0.433° from the purely prograde
thrust direction.
Earth departure geometry for 9.0 September 2022 UT consistent with that described in Section 2
is illustrated in the Figure 11 CSP using Equations (2), (13), (14), and (18) values. This
departure case's LPIP is also plotted in Figure 11, together with the LEO plane coasted from 14.0
July 2020 UT to 9.0 September 2022 UT as defined by terminal conditions from Equations (10)
and (11).
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Figure 11. An ideal LEO plane with i = 45° (green line) supporting prograde Earth
departure for Mars on 9.0 September 2022 UT is projected onto the geocentric J2K
celestial sphere. Note infrastructure motion in the LEO plane passes through -v∞22 (red +)
before reaching TMI (green +) on a northbound heading. The geocentric arc from -v∞22 to
TMI is β 22, and the dotted gray line is the LEO plane coasted in Section 5 from an ideal
Earth departure for Mars on 14.0 July 2020 UT.
The wedge angle between ideal and coasted LEO planes plotted in Figure 11 is 73.500°. This
angle can be zeroed with a single planar correction impulse ΔvPC = 9.180 km/s at either of the
two intersection points, or nodes, between the two planes evident in Figure 11. Such a correction
exceeds ΔvTMI and even surpasses geocentric speed in either LEO per Equations (11) and (18).
More sophisticated strategies, with which orbiting infrastructure supporting the 2020 Earth
departure can also support the 2022 Earth departure, are suggested in Section 7.

7.

Reuse Strategies Covering Multiple Earth Departure Seasons For Mars

Although the reusable infrastructure assembles and services massive payloads prior to each
payload's departure for Mars, this infrastructure may be highly maneuverable when free of
payload obligations. The following subsections suggest strategies to maneuver infrastructure in
support of multiple servicing campaigns. These strategies are presented in the context of
achieving ideal Earth departure geometry for Mars during years 2020 and 2022 as developed in
Sections 3, 4, and 6.
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7.1

Alter LEO H To Obtain A Desired RAAN

As illustrated in Figure 11, the ideal J2K RAAN to depart Earth for Mars at i = 45° on 9.0
September 2022 UT is -41.677°, while J2K RAAN on that date coasted from an ideal departure
at i = 29° on 14.0 July 2020 UT is +125.706°. Subtracting the coasted RAAN from the ideal
2022 RAAN produces a desired J2K RAAN shift ΔΩ = -167.383° (negative ΔΩ signifies a
westward RAAN shift). If this shift could be imparted during the 2020-to-2022 coast, wedge
angle between the two planes would be reduced to the difference in their J2K inclinations, or
44.915° - 29.079° = 15.836°. The smaller wedge in turn reduces ΔvPC to 2.114 km/s.
In a prograde orbit, planar precession due to J2 results in a westward RAAN drift over time. The
rate of RAAN drift increases in magnitude with decreasing orbit height and decreasing
inclination [6, pp. 591-592]. Consequently, when the 14.0 July 2020 UT state vector from
Equations (5) and (9) is scaled to produce nearly circular apsis heights averaging +342.5 km (HA
= +343.2 km and HP = +341.8 km) while retaining i = 29°, a coast to 9.0 September 2022 UT
achieves ΔΩ = +0.009°. Initial and terminal geocentric J2K states for this coast appear in
Equations (19) through (22).

€

€

€

€

rΩ 20

⎡−3622.886 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢−5376.834 ⎥ km
⎢⎣−1769.462 ⎥⎦

(19)

vΩ 20

⎡+5.323751⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −4.614231⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+3.121070 ⎥⎦

(20)

rΩ 20→22

⎡+1453.064 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢−6236.516 ⎥ km
⎢⎣−2038.688 ⎥⎦

(21)

vΩ 20 → 22

⎡+7.104015⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢+0.705419 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+2.900428 ⎥⎦

(22)

The coasted orbit plane in Figure 11 is replaced by that defined with Equations (21) and (22) in
Figure 12. Note that the ΔvPC impulse required to increase i to 45° must occur at the coasted
plane's nodes with the ideal Earth departure plane (which are also the coasted LEO's nodes on
the J2K equator in this case) and therefore cannot be combined with ΔvTMI.
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Figure 12. Ideal Earth departure geometry for Mars on 9.0 September 2022 UT is
reproduced from Figure 11. Height associated with the LEO plane coasted from 14.0 July
2020 UT has been lowered from +400 km in Figure 11 to +342.5 km (dotted gray line) in
order to match J2K RAAN with that of the ideal LEO.
In addition to propellant required to lower the coasted orbit to H = +342.5 km (and possibly
return it to H = +400 km), this strategy requires more propulsion to counteract orbit decay due to
atmospheric drag than would a LEO at greater H. Massive payload servicing at H < +400 km
may by inadvisable. Only during early phases of its assembly was the International Space
Station (ISS) orbit permitted to decay down to H near +320 km (reference
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/shuttlemissions/archives/sts-101.html). Together
with its highly maneuverable mass, prolonged reduced solar activity (and the reduced
atmospheric density it imparts) facilitated flying the nascent ISS in such low orbits.
Assuming freedom from payload obligations to coast at H appreciably different from +400 km
over more than two years to achieve a RAAN match could be highly optimistic. Massive
payload servicing near +400 km (or some other standard H) may dictate the coast performed in
this subsection instead be conducted at an even lower H over a more curtailed interval between
servicing obligations at the higher standard H.
There is also a reverse strategy to that developed by this subsection in which an easterly J2K
RAAN shift ΔΩ = 360° - 167.383° = +192.617° is conducted with H > +400 km. This strategy
enjoys reduced atmospheric drag with respect to lower orbit heights, but it also suffers increased
radiation flux from particles trapped in Earth's magnetosphere. Because this flux is harmful to
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human health and spacecraft systems, ISS is rarely operated at H > +430 km. Such a constraint
would not leave much of an orbit height envelope in which to shift RAAN eastward with respect
to a coast at H = +400 km.
7.2

Utilize An Elliptical Earth Parking Orbit (EEPO)

An EEPO offers opportunities to take advantage of two fundamental astrodynamics techniques.
At apogee, geocentric speed is at a minimum, and a required plane change can be achieved with
minimal ΔvPC. At perigee, geocentric speed is at a maximum, and ΔvTMI can be dramatically
reduced from the corresponding impulse in LEO [7]. Fully realizing this "Oberth effect"
presumes the TMI geometry described in Section 2, together with perigee located at TMI.
As a context for applying these techniques by example, consider an EEPO with i = 29° and HP =
+400 km at 14.0 July 2020 UT. Position for this EEPO example is r20 from Equation (5), and
geocentric J2K velocity is v20- from Equation (9) scaled to produce a geographic longitude of
ascending node on Earth's true equator (LAN) repetition every two days. This condition also
causes rendezvous phase angles to repeat on that cycle, standardizing planning and flight
procedures associated with massive payload logistics to the reusable infrastructure. The repeated
LAN is near 28° W with ascending node passages at 00:15:19 UT on 12 July 2020 and 00:06:30
UT on 14 July 2020 bracketing the TMI epoch. Figure 13 illustrates motion in the EEPO
between these two node passages. Scaled v20- in the EEPO at perigee on 14.0 July 2020 UT is
given by Equation (23), producing HA = +121,639.3 km.

v20 -EEPO

€

⎡+7.302022 ⎤
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ −6.328849 ⎥ km/s
⎢⎣+4.280839 ⎥⎦

(23)

Raising apogee about a third of the way to the Moon's orbit is a launch vehicle performance
challenge compared to LEO, and it applies to logistics throughout the entire massive payload
assembly and servicing campaign. But this challenge also permits much of the kinetic energy
required for TMI to be generated soon after each massive payload element is launched using
efficient cryogenic propellant. To perform TMI with cryogenic propellant from a circular LEO
would require low temperature storage in that thermally challenging environment, likely over a
time interval measured in months to a year or more.
Consider a maximum plane change of 90° performed during EEPO apogee passage on 13 July
2020 at 00:04:30 UT. Geocentric speed at this point is 0.565 km/s, and the 90° ΔvPC = 0.798
km/s. This is a dramatic reduction from a similar impulse in an H = +400 km circular orbit, but
it may not be the maximum ΔvPC required to rotate the EEPO plane 90°. In general, the line of
nodes between the EEPO and the desired orbit plane will not lie along the EEPO line of apsides.
Therefore, a less optimal geometry could require shifting the plane change impulse well away
from apogee to locations where higher geocentric speeds prevail. The node closer to apogee is
the plane change's preferred location in order to minimize geocentric speed and ΔvPC.
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Geocentric speed at the EEPO perigee is 2.896 km/s greater than that in a circular H = +400 km
orbit, reducing the 14.0 July 2020 UT ΔvTMI by a similar amount to 0.893 km/s. This impulse
again includes a small TMI steering angle of 0.771° from the purely prograde thrust direction.

Figure 13. Geocentric inertial motion is plotted in an EEPO with i = 29° and HA x HP =
+121,639.3 km x +400 km as viewed nearly normal to the plane of motion. The plot spans
successive Earth true equator ascending node passages bracketing the 14.0 July 2020 UT
perigee at which TMI would be performed. Time tick annotations are UT, dotted lines are
projections onto Earth's true equatorial plane, and the shaded area is Earth's nightside.
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The Figure 13 EEPO passes through regions with some of the highest trapped particle radiation
flux in Earth's magnetosphere (reference the Trapped Radiation section at http://sragnt.jsc.nasa.gov/SpaceRadiation/What/What.cfm). If the reusable infrastructure or massive
payload destined for Mars is radiation-sensitive, EEPO perigee can be raised to evade regions
with unacceptable particle fluxes. In this case, apogee can also be raised to maintain desirable
LAN repetition properties of the Figure 13 EEPO.
If perigee must be raised appreciably from H = +400 km, taking full advantage of the Oberth
effect will likely entail lowering it back just before TMI. In the context of Earth departure for
Mars, it actually requires less propellant to lower EEPO perigee and perform TMI than it does to
perform TMI directly from a higher perigee. For a typical EEPO with 2-day period, the breakeven point between these two competitive strategies is near | v∞ | = 2 km/s. At | v∞ | > 2 km/s,
lowering perigee as much as possible for TMI is propellant-efficient. Per | v∞ | data in Figures 2
and 4, the "lowest possible H at TMI" strategy definitely applies to Earth departures for Mars in
years 2020 and 2022. A relatively small perigee-lowering impulse, performed about a day
before TMI to maximize the Oberth effect, can in practice also serve as a useful test of the TMI
propulsion system before committing a massive and presumably costly payload (possibly
carrying a crew) to Mars transit.
In contrast to an H = +400 km circular LEO, a 2-day EEPO experiences appreciable Moon and
Sun gravity perturbations. Left uncontrolled, these can significantly alter orbit elements,
including inclination and apsis heights, between successive Mars departure seasons. For
example, coasting the Figure 13 EEPO to 9.0 September 2022 UT produces an orbit with i =
25.334° and HA x HP = +121,737.0 km x -664.706 km. This decayed orbit outcome, even in the
absence of atmospheric drag, is another argument in favor of long-term EEPO maintenance at HP
considerably above +400 km. When drag is considered, higher perigee in an EEPO virtually
eliminates its energy-robbing effects until shortly before TMI.
7.3

Loiter In A Selenocentric Distant Retrograde Orbit (DRO)

This strategy requires a trans-lunar injection (TLI) impulse whose magnitude can be
approximated by requiring | v∞ | = 0 post-TLI. In this discussion, the initial and final orbits are
assumed to be EEPOs supporting purely prograde TMI impulses during two different Earth
departure seasons. Application of this strategy to TMIs from LEO would entail considerably
larger impulses than its application to TMIs from EEPO and is therefore inadvisable except to
address unplanned contingencies.
Following massive payload servicing obligations in EEPO, the reusable infrastructure will loiter
there for at least a few months awaiting sufficient alignment of its line of apsides with the
Sun/Earth line. Geometry relevant to this alignment is illustrated in Figure 13, with the EEPO
perigee initially located at a local solar time of approximately 8 PM. As Earth revolves about the
Sun in the months following Figure 13's TMI, EEPO perigee will approach local solar noon. At
this point, it will be possible for a near-perigee TLI impulse about 0.28 km/s in magnitude to
send the infrastructure on a trajectory closely approaching the second Sun/Earth libration point
(SEL2), about 1.5 million km (or 1%) outside Earth's heliocentric orbit. Transit past SEL2 is
designed to satisfy two objectives. First, it incurs solar gravity perturbations causing
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infrastructure geocentric total energy to more closely match the Moon's. Second, a coasted
return to the Moon's vicinity is targeted to occur near lunar last-quarter phase such that
selenocentric speed is minimal.
Loitering an additional six months in EEPO would place perigee sufficiently close to local solar
midnight, and a near-perigee TLI impulse about 0.28 km/s in magnitude could send the
infrastructure on a trajectory closely approaching the first Sun/Earth libration point (SEL1),
about 1.4 million km inside Earth's heliocentric orbit. This TLI targets return to the Moon's
vicinity near its first-quarter phase. A similar technique was applied to achieve lunar orbit for
the twin Gravity Recovery And Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) spacecraft and is illustrated in
Figure 14 from downloaded as-flown trajectory data [2].

Figure 14. Geocentric as-flown GRAIL trajectories (blue and green) are plotted in the
inertial ecliptic plane. Time tick labels are in year-month-day format. Note how solar
perturbations to these trajectories cause them to intercept the Moon's orbit (red)
tangentially so as to minimize selenocentric speed and achieve lunar orbit with minimal
propulsion.
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Per Figure 14's GRAIL example, arrival at the Moon's vicinity can be expected about 4 months
after TLI. Research supporting near-Earth asteroid redirection into a stable selenocentric DRO
indicates DRO insertion from a slow lunar approach can be achieved with an impulse
approximately 0.1 km/s in magnitude [8].
Depending on future servicing obligations, the reusable infrastructure may safely loiter in the
DRO for decades, straying no more than about 70,000 km from the Moon. If those obligations
are relatively immediate, however, the DRO loiter interval may be shortened to less than a
month. In general, DRO departure must occur at the proper time of the lunar month to ensure a
subsequent EEPO is established with its perigee located on the LPIP and its plane containing v∞
at TMI in accord with Section 2 geometric constraints. Conic transfer from the Moon's orbit to
HP = +400 km requires a trans-Earth injection (TEI) impulse about 0.83 km/s in magnitude§, and
lowering apogee of the resulting orbit to 120,000 km, thus establishing a 2-day EEPO, requires
an impulse about 0.19 km/s in magnitude. Table 1 summarizes an approximate and expedited
timeline example for the selenocentric DRO loiter strategy.
Table 1. Phase Elapsed Time (PET) is measured in months since a massive payload
performs TMI after assembly and servicing by reusable infrastructure in an initial EEPO.
The infrastructure then undergoes a trajectory recycling process to achieve the correct
EEPO for a subsequent TMI at 26 months PET. This process entails loitering in the initial
EEPO and in a selenocentric DRO. After recycling to the second EEPO, the infrastructure
has 16 months in which to assemble and service a second massive payload before it departs
Earth for Mars.
PET (months) Event
0
First Earth departure season TMI. Begin loiter in supporting EEPO.
4
Depart EEPO for SEL2 flyby with 0.28 km/s TLI impulse.
8
Return to Moon and achieve 70,000 km radius DRO with 0.1 km/s impulse.
Perform 0.57 km/s TEI impulse and establish 2-day EEPO supporting
9
second Earth departure season with 0.19 km/s impulse several days later.
10
Begin servicing operations for second Earth departure season TMI.
26
Second departure season TMI.
Other researchers have proposed similar trajectory recycling strategies. For example, Farquhar
advocates loitering at SEL2 to reuse Earth/Mars transport infrastructure [9, Chapter 15].

§

This TEI impulse magnitude estimate assumes no lunar gravity must be overcome to achieve lunar escape and is
consistent with a circular selenocentric DRO of radius 70,000 km near the Moon's gravitational sphere of influence.
A TEI impulse of 0.83 km/s is also thought to be near a mean value because zero selenocentric speed is assumed
pre-TEI. But a 70,000 km DRO has selenocentric speed near 0.26 km/s. Therefore, a TEI targeted to occur near the
Earth/Moon line 70,000 km beyond the Moon's geocentric orbit could have a reduced impulse of 0.83 - 0.26 = 0.57
km/s.
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8.

Conclusions

A scenario has been documented in which reusable infrastructure in Earth orbit assembles and
services a massive payload departing for Mars in 2020. The infrastructure remains in space to
repeat this task in 2022. Geometric constraints governing the infrastructure's orbit for the two
Earth departure seasons have been presented and shown to require dramatically different planar
orientations. These conflicting trajectory constraints pose formidable challenges to infrastructure
reuse.
If infrastructure is based in circular LEO, a large wedge angle develops with respect to the Earth
departure orbit plane required in 2022 when the Earth departure orbit plane in 2020 is coasted to
2022. Some of this wedge angle can be removed by deviating from the reuse scenario's specified
LEO height to target the required 2022 departure RAAN. Even if this technique is practical, a
dedicated inclination plane change impulse about 2 km/s in magnitude is necessary to zero the
wedge angle. Placing infrastructure in LEO to support the reuse scenario is therefore not
recommended.
As an alternative to LEO, reusable infrastructure based in an EEPO with period near 2 days is
proposed. This orbit permits much of the propulsive energy required to depart Earth for Mars to
be expended only hours after a massive payload element is launched to achieve infrastructure
rendezvous, thereby vastly reducing departure cryogenic propellant storage requirements. The
EEPO plane is easily rotated if plane change impulses can be placed near apogee. In lieu of that
circumstance, the EEPO provides access to Moon and Sun perturbations capable of achieving the
desired 2022 Earth departure EEPO in approximately 10 months using impulses totaling about 1
km/s. Consequently, the infrastructure reuse scenario during years 2020 into 2022 favors Earth
departure for Mars from a 2-day EEPO.
To avoid excessive radiation exposure from particles trapped in Earth's magnetic field, minimize
atmospheric drag orbit energy losses, and evade orbit decay, EEPO perigee must be sufficiently
high. It may then be necessary to lower the massive payload's perigee to a minimal safe height
immediately prior to TMI. Only at the minimum practical perigee will the payload be taking
maximum advantage of the Oberth effect's propulsive efficiency at TMI.
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